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Today we are able to send emails, messages and even watch videos with just a click
of a button. 

All of this has been possible due to the advance UI/UX developed by various UI UX
designers. Some of the major development in this sector has been done by best UI UX
design company like Apple, Microsoft, clay, etc.

However, providing smooth and effective UX is not that easy of a task. Developers and
designers have to work really hard to achieve what we see today. So if you are also an
aspiring UX designer looking to enhance your knowledge or just getting started then
here are the Top 12 UX Design blogs and resources in 2020
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1. Career Foundry
Career Foundry blogs are well suited for beginners or even the daily UX designers who
want regular insight into new developments in the UX design industry. The best part
about career Foundry blogs is that everything is provided in detail. They pay attention to
even the smallest details, making them such a great resource for the beginners.

As a beginner, you must understand the need of gaining some experience in the
industry. Well, these blogs cannot do that for you, however, you can still learn a lot from
them and improve on a daily basis. So make sure that you check out these blogs if you
are just getting started with your UX design carriers.

2. UX Planet
Well if you are someone who likes to keep their eye on everything and be updated on a
regular basis then UX planet is the right choice for you. UX Planet is considered one of
the best and informative guides for UX personals. If you are thinking of joining this
industry then you have to try out UX Planet once at the very least. They even have a
separate section just for the beginners, that includes all sort of introductory material and
other useful information.

3. Nielsen Norman Group
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This group was founded by two of the well-known personals of the UX industry to date.
These people defined the term user experience and brought revolutionary changes to
the front of everything we use in our daily life today. The articles and blogs of this group
will provide you with all the essential key information that you need to know about UX
Design. This might not be the best resource in terms of attraction, but you can count on
the quality of information they provide.

4. XD Ideas
This one is rather new to the game and despite that, they are doing pretty well.
Introduces and powered by the Adobe XD, this resource is one of the best-suited
resources for beginners. Although it was created with the motive of attracting and
providing basic information for the beginners. It is now evolving into an all-
encompassing resource for UX designers.

They have a well structured and written blog style, which is divided into different
sections, making navigation through the blog a lot easier. If you are confused about
where to start to get into this industry then XD Ideas is the perfect place for you with
blogs addressing topics like “guide for learning basics, Key concepts, and principles,
Career tips, Tools, etc”.

Recommended read: 10 Service-Based Business Owners Share Their Strategies for
Success

Now if you are already familiar with the basics of UX design and looking for something to
help you out in your career and make a name for yourself in the industry, then we would
recommend checking the following resources out.

5. UX Magazine
If you are looking for regular blogs that could keep you updated with the latest trends
and topics in the UX design industry then UX Magazin is the best resource for you to
follow. This website also includes other features such as small talks, workshops, informal
meetups, and classes all managed based on communities.

6. Smashing Magazine
Well, it’s not totally a UX design based resource but smashing magazine is one of the
most popular reading sources and it has a special section just for the UX designers.
These magazines are available in digital (web, mobile, applications, software) and also in
physical products.

Recommended read: 9 PPC Trends You Cannot Ignore in 2020
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Apart from this smashing magazine is a great place for professionals to share their views
ideas and other tips regarding UX designing. So if you are looking for tips from
professionals and tips and useful resources, this is the perfect resource for you.

7. Awwwards
Now, this is not a regular resource like other sources on the internet. Rather it is like a
gathering point of UX designers to discuss creating and new ideas regarding UX design.
Awwwards has become a social platform for people looking for inspiration and new
ideas and also to discuss them. This platform provides easy communication and
different options for introducing new designs into the community. So if you are thinking
that you have enough experience and knowledge and you are ready to give something
back to the community, then we would recommend joining this platform.

8. Design Shacks
Have you ever visited a website that you thought might be the perfect example of
learning by actually doing it? If yes, and you are looking for a similar website for UX
design, then you need to check out design shacks. Design Shack provides unique and
inspiring examples of UX design, alongside quality resources and articles that will help
you achieve similar heights in your carries.

9. Creative Bloq
If you are a professional UX designer and looking for useful resources to help you get
into touch with some advance concepts and ideas then you should try out Creative Bloq.
Creative Bloq is one of the most popular resources for professional artists and designers
that provide a large volume of blogs for creative UX designers. This content may include
information related to web design, illustration, graphic design, 3d, digital art, and more.

10. DesignModo UX
This website is all about UX design. They cover everything from basic to the advance,
from concepts to the practical approaches, and other physiological elements of the UX.
No matter if you are a beginner or an advance designer, if you are looking to expand
your knowledge then DesignModo UX can help you do so.

They cover different UX design topics in details including web development, the new
WordPress platform, design elements, etc. All these are covered through blogs, tips,
tutorials, and other materials. Also, they include many useful articles related to Design,
including UX design, responsive web design, website design, and robust app architecture

and design, etc. 
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/Cemq1plZPWs
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